AGENDA

Morning February 1st, 2012: ONLY ALPFFIRS PARTNERS

Welcome coffee

08:30-08:40 Welcome and general introduction (chair: Bruna Comini)
8:40-09:00 ALPFFIRS partners: state of play and deadlines (chair: Renata Pelosini)
09:00-09:40 WP 3 update on activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Rolando Rizzolo)
09:40-10:20 WP 4 update on activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Daniele Cane)

10:20-10:40 Coffee break

10:40-11:20 WP 5 update on activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Clemens Wastl)
11:20-12:00 WP 6 update on activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Adrien Mangiavillano)
12:00-12:30 Conclusions and next steps (chair: Renata Pelosini)

12:30-13:30 Lunch at hotel Desenzano
Afternoon February 1st, 2012: **ALPFFIRS PARTNERS + INVITED EXPERTS**

14:00-14:20 **WP4** Highlights on WP activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Daniele Cane)

14:20-14:40 Expert activities - Kerry Anderson (Canadian Forest Service, Canada)

14:40-15:00 Expert activities - Eric Bertrand (MeteoFrance, France)

15:00-15:20 Expert activities - Andrea Camia (JRC, Italy)

15:20-16:40 Questions to the experts and general discussion on WP4 issues

16:40-17:00 *Coffee break*

17:00-17:20 **WP5** Highlights on WP activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Clemens Wastl)

17:20-17:40 Expert activities - Costantino Sirca (DESA - University of Sassari, Italy)

17:40-18:00 Expert activities - Olivia Romppainen-Martius (University of Berna, Switzerland)

Remote Attendance Via Skype

18:00-19:00 Questions to the experts and general discussion on WP5 issues

20:00 *Dinner*

**Morning February 2nd, 2012: ****ALPFFIRS PARTNERS + INVITED EXPERTS**

08:40-09:00 **WP6** Highlights on WP activities, outputs and outcomes (chair: Adrien Mangiavillano)

09:00-09:20 Expert activities - Johann G. Goldammer (Global Fire Monitoring Center, Germany)

09:20-09:40 Expert activities - Korshunov Nikolai (Chief of Fire Operations in Avialesookhrana, Russia)

09:40-10:00 *Coffee break*

10:00-11:00 Questions to the experts and general discussion on WP6 issues

11:00-12:30 General conclusions (WP Leaders)

13:00-14:00 *Lunch* at hotel Desenzano

- end of ALP FFIRS Mid-term meeting -
Hotel address:
HOTEL DESENZANO ****
Viale Cavour 40/42
25015 Desenzano del Garda (BS)
Tel. +39 030/9141414 - Fax. +39 030/9140294
www.hoteldesenzano.it
info@hoteldesenzano.it

Contacts
For any problem you can contact
Giampaolo Cocca (mobile +39 3392568082) or Bruna Comini (mobile +39 3386428972)